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Example: Kelly

Helen

Helen’s dad

Mary

Tom

Mandy

Joey

Jessie

Sophie’s mum

You will hear the conversation twice. Listen carefully!  

Hello kids, hello boys and girls. Today ’ s test is Springboard. Tasks  One
and Two are listening. Good luck and have fun!!   

Task One: Choosing the class prefect. (16 marks)  

Sophie and Joey are talking about who should be the class prefect this year.  
Listen to their conversation and draw a line from the person to the picture of  
that person. Use a different colour for each person if you can. The first on is 

 

an example.
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A B C 

A B C 

 
 

You will hear the conversation twice. Listen carefully!   

 

T ask Two:  My sister ’ s  boyfriend. (14 marks)   

Sophie is talking to Joey about her sister ’ s boyfriend.  Listen t o  the conversation  
and answer the questions. Put a cross (X) in the box under the correct answer.  
The first one is an example.   

Example: What is the name of Anna‘s boyfriend?  

 Jake Jack Fred

14 15 16 

1.  How old is Anna ’ s boyfriend?   

X 
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A B C 

A B C 

A B C 

1 2 0 

St. 
Joseph’s 
College 

St. 
Teresa’s 
College 

St. Steve’s 
College 

 
2.  How  does Anna ’ s boyfriend look like?   

3.  Which school does Anna ’ s boyfriend go to ?   

4.  How many brother does Anna ’ s boyfriend have?   
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A B C

A B C

A B C

5. How do Anna’s parents feel about her boyfriend? 

6. Where is Joey going? 

7. What does Joey need to bring for Sophie? 



7

Task  Three:  Keeping pets . (18 marks)   

Susan wants to keep a pet. She is asking Anna about keeping pets.  What are her   
questions? Write them in the spaces. The first one is an example.   

Susan :   Example:  Anna, do you keep any pets at home? 
Anna: Ye s. My mum is a vet. She loves animals and keeps many pets.   
Susan :  What _________________________________________________?   
Anna: She keeps three dogs, a cat and two rabbits.   
Susan :  Does __________________________________________________?     
Anna: Yes. She has  to spend up to two hours on them every day.   
Susan :  What __________________________________________________?   
Anna:  The  dogs eat bones, the cat eats fish and the rabbits eat grass.   
Susan: How much _____________________________________________?  
Anna: She spe nds almost 100 pounds on their food.    
Susan :  How often ______________________________________________?     
Anna: They seldom get sick.   
Susan :  Do ____________________________________________________?   
Anna: Yes. I do think so.   
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Be careful, there are two extra endings. The first one is an example.   

Task Four:  Movies.  (12 marks)   

Ann a loves watching movies . Match the words on the left with the words on  
the right to   make sentences about  a few movies Anna watched . The first one is  
an  example but be careful  –  you  don’t  need all the words on the right.   

Example:   
I love

                                  

 

My favourite movies                        

The first one                   

The second one                          

I enjoy   
                               

I usually                              

However, I do not like
             

                              
 

are ‘Titanic’ and ‘Spiderman’.

makes me laugh.

watching movies alone.

talks about a touching love story.

go to the cinema with my friend, Susan

watching movies a lot.

horror movies at all.

watching movies in a cinema.

is about a hero who can climb 

like a spider.
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I like example: eating a lot. My favourite fruits (1)___________ watermelons 

and oranges. They are very (2)____________. It’s good to eat them in 

(3)____________ and this makes you (4)____________ cooler. Eating fruits 

(5)____________ good for health too. My mum always asks me to eat 

(6)___________ junk food but more fruits. I also like eating snacks, for 

(7)___________, chocolate and French fries. But I do not eat too (8)__________

of them because they are no good for health. Although I (9)___________ eating 

a lot, I do not eat fish. I think the taste of fish is very (10)__________. 

feel      eating      and      are      example      like

 is      less      juicy      bad      much      summer

Task Five:  The food I like . (10 marks)   

Sophie writes in her homework bo ok about the  food she likes to eat . Help her  
to finish. Use the words in the box below. Be careful. You don ’ t need all the  
words.   
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1. How many people are there in your family? 

2. What do your dad and mum do? 

3. Where do you live?

4. What do you and your family do on Sundays?

5. Do you like your family? Why?

THAT IS THE END OF THE TEST

Task Six:  My  family . (10 marks)   

Now write about your  family . Write about 30 words.   




